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The context of this paper is the design of a kinesthetic interface to virtual environments. Several
kinesthetic interfaces have previously been developed. Minsky[ 15lhas developed a device for
creating “virtual sandpaper”. A powered joystick interfaced to a real-time computer simulation
allows the user to “feel” textured surfaces. The simulation implements textures as a mapping
from joystick position to actuator torque commands - essentially a two-dimensional force field.
Researchers at UNC[ 171 have also developed a six degree-of-freedom device for simulating
inter-molecular forces. Adelstein[2] has experimented with a two degree of freedom
programmable joystick for studying human arm tremor.
Whereas these studies have considered an impressive array of virtual environments, most of
these environments can be classified as either generalized force fields(defining a fixed forcedisplacement relationship) or as linear, time-invariant dynamic systems. Many potentially
interesting virtual environments, however, are characterized by significant inertial dynamics, as
well as nonlinear geometric constraints. A simple example would be placing a wrench onto a nut
and then tightening the nut.
In this study, we are considering a broader class of dynamic systems consisting of constrained
planar rigid bodies. This class of environments poses two significant challenges which we feel
are fundamental to the development of advanced kinesthetic interfaces. First, the environment
structure changes dynamically due to collisions between bodies. Thus, the equations of motion
must be formulated and solved in real-time. Second, the equations are necessarily stiff due to
rigid constraints in the system. Thus, real-time simulation will require extremely high update
rates to be stable and present the operator with a realistic “feel” .
Dvnamics Simulation
Various methods for formulating the dynamic equations of motion for mechanical systems have

been presented in literature[4, 5,6, 8, 13, 14, 19, 21, 22, 231. Most are based on the creation of a
library of joints between bodies in the system. A simulation environment is created by specifying
objects and object properties and then connecting the objects with joints from the library. The
objects and their connections are used to formulate a system of equations which is then solved
for the accelerations of the bodies. These accelerations are numerically integrated to obtain
object velocity and position at the next time step.
We plan to use a simplistic formulation of the system dynamics where each connection consists
of a generalized spring and damper. Although more rigorous formulations are possible[4,5,6, 8,
13, 14, 19,21,22,23], using springs and dampers to simulate connections decouples the system
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dynamic equations of motion. The acceleration of each object can then be computed
independently. Thus, using springs and dampers leads to a very low level of parallelism in
solving the equations of motion.
There are several disadvantages to this approach. In order to create a rigid connection between
objects, very stiff springs must be used. The resulting equations must use a small integration time
step in order to maintain numerical stability. Since the equations of motion must be solved
during each time step, the small step size imposed by the integration routine requires high
computational performance. However, since the equations of motion are decoupled, we can
easily distribute tasks over a parallel architecture and thus achieve short execution times.
The choice of stiffness and damping parameters for a given connection is also difficult. A
possible solution is to continuously adapt these parameters to maintain numerical stability of the
integration routine. This may be done by monitoring the integration error at each time step and
increasing or decreasing the joint stiffness based on the change in the error.
Collision Detection and Response
Simulation of interacting dynamic systems necessarily involves the detection of collisions
between objects and response to these collisions. Algorithms employed in detecting collisions are
specific to the method used to represent object boundaries. Object boundaries are commonly
represented as polygons in two dimensions or as a set of polyhedra in three dimensions[ 10, 12,
181. Other representations are possible but require a large amount of computation[7].
Algorithms for collision detection between arbitrary polygons in two dimensions are highly
developed [3,9, 11, 201. These algorithms reduce the number of edges that must be checked for
intersection by first determining those edges visible from a test point. The remaining visible
edges are then ordered so that the search algorithm achieves better than linear performance in the
number of vertices.
Collision response techniques have previously been used to generate realistic animation of
colliding objects[7, 161. These methods use a hybrid method for determining system response to
collisions. Object velocities after a collision are determined analytically from the velocities
before the collision and a model of collision dynamics. Springs are also used for mild collisions,
such as an object resting on another object, so that the analytical solution does not have to be
continuously computed.
In our scheme, the collision detection algorithm executes in parallel with the dynamics
simulation. The collision detection algorithm determines the minimum distance between two
objects in the environment. If this distance is less than a specified limit, a unilateral spring and
damper is added between the two closest points on the bodies. The spring and damper have no
effect until the distance between the two points in zero. However, by placing the spring and
damper in the simulation before collision actually occurs, collision response will occur at the
simulation update rate rather than at the slower collision detection rate.
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Implementation
Because of the computation performance required for real-time simulation, we are using a
distributed memory parallel processing architecture based on the use of the Inmos T805
Transputer[ 11. The T805 is a 32-bit microprocessor specifically designed for parallel processing
applications. The processor runs at a 30 MHz clock speed and provides a sustained instruction
rate of 15 MIPS (30 MIPS peak). The 64-bit floating point coprocessor provides a sustained rate
of 3.3 MFLOPS (4.3 MFLOPS peak).

The T805 processor was specifically designed to support the execution of concurrent or parallel
processes. Interprocessor communication is achieved using 4 high speed bi-directional serial
links. Each link pair has an on chip DMA interface and communication support for the'links is
built into the microprocessor instruction set. The links operate at a rate of 20 M b i t s k c and can
achieve a throughput of 2.4Mbytedsec. Connections are established by directly connecting serial
links between transputers. Alternatively, Inmos supplies a 32x32 solid state switch, called a
configuration link switch, that connects transputer links under software control.
Simulation of the environment is achieved by
assigning a transputer to each object in the
environment. Since we are using generalized
springs and dampers to simulate connections
between objects, all external forces acting on the
object depend only on the states of the object and
the objects connected to it. Thus, by configuring
the transputer network to mirror the topology of the
actual physical system, the states of connected
objects can be passed over the transputer's serial
links. Then, each transputer can calculate the
external forces acting on the object it represents.
Once the external forces are determined, the object
accelerations may be calculated and integrated to
determine new object position and velocity.
The number of connections to other objects is
limited only by the number of serial links available
to the transputer. The T805 has four serial links,
one of which is used to transfer object information
to the collision detection algorithm. Thus, each
object may have up to three other objects
connected to it. Mechanisms with kinematic loops
may be treated identically to serial mechanisms.
Any loops are automatically incorporated into the
simulation when the transputer links are configured.
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Figure 1: Transputer Chip

Data organization parallels the structure described in [23]. Object information is stored in the
data structure shown in Figure 2. The object data structure contains information about the object
(mass, moment of inertia, ...), the object states, and arrays of pointers to actions, forces, and
torques that act on the object.
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Each action data structure contains a vector
from the center of mass to the point of
application, parameters necessary for its
evaluation, and pointers to functions that
evaluate its value. Force and torque data
structures are similar to the action structure. The
object data structure provides a simple means
for simulating the object. For each time step, the
transputer indexes through the arrays of actions,
forces, and torques, calculating and summing
the forces and torques acting on the object.
Once all forces are calculated, the object
acceleration can be determined.

mass
moment of inertia
position coords
velocity vector
orientation matrix
action pointers

L

location vector
parameters
function pointer

force pointers
location vector
direction vector
magnitude

0magnitude

The object data structure also allows the
addition of new actions due to collisions with
other objects. This is accomplished by creating
a new action data structure and adding another
pointer to it to the object's action array.

U
Figure 2: Object Data Structure

Preliminarv Results

Preliminary results indicate that the architecture will be able to provide update rates in excess of
lkHz to the manipulandum for complex environments. Object simulation time depends on the
number of actions in the data structure. The times for various number of actions is shown in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Object Simulation Times
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Collision detection times for a simple algorithm that compares every edge of one object against
every edge of another object are shown in Figure 5. The high execution time for this collision
detection algorithm illustrates the need to separate the collision detection algorithm for
simulation.
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Figure 5: Collision Detection Times
Conclusions
A system for the real-time simulation of dynamic mechanical systems has been described. This
system will be used to investigate dynamic interaction between a human operator and a usefully
complex virtual environment. Computational performance and psychophysical results will be
reported in future publications.
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